
IMPROVING PRODUCTION SCHEDULING

Here are some advantages of an effective production plan and scheduling. Reduced labour costs by eliminating wasted
time and improving process flow.

Develop or purchase applications that are not complex. Whatever the situation, production schedules need to
be updated and refreshed based on labor variances to improve accuracy and maximize capacity planning. It is
often facilitated by software or a suite of integrated applications. Batch vs. An ERP system can connect all the
moving parts and allow planners to gain visibility into each area of an operation that might impact their
production schedules. Advanced production scheduling The benefits of deploying APS include: resource and
materials management. You can use the information gained from big-picture ERP data to pinpoint where you
can make continuous improvements and act accordingly. The way in which production scheduling is
implemented can also help increase energy efficiency and optimize the use of production equipment in
chemical process industries CPI facilities. Standardized steps and time. Here are some advantages of an
effective production plan and scheduling. It can be order-specific It can be commercially interesting to offer
shorter lead times to VIP customers. Any manufacturing process may reach its full potential when it has the
most effective production-planning operation at its disposal. Incorporate SCM systems along with new and
existing business strategies. Batch process equipment shutdown and startup can vary significantly depending
on the process. Enterprise resource planning overview ERP manages core business processes and information
â€” such as marketing data, sales forecasts, purchase orders, and inventory data â€” in real time to aid
production. As the scheduling space should reflect the minimum lead time between two subsequent
operations, your first step is to determine the minimum technically feasible lead times between operations by
analyzing historical production data. If you would like to increase WIP in front of a machine, increase the
scheduling space of the previous operation. They can see the big picture and how each area is intertwined, yet
dig deeply into the data to see the where and why of a problem to determine how to fix it. Capacity
requirements planning CRP uses rough-cut capacity loading to calculate work center operation start and finish
dates by job. So how should the planning level determine the earliest start of an operation? When done
correctly, this approach helps schedulers create a good sequence, meet due dates and keep WIP under control.
If disruptions occur, you have visibility into where things are being held up so you can address the underlying
cause and production schedulers can make adjustments. This should then be reflected in a tighter scheduling
space. For example, when customer and market needs increase and more staff is hired, increase the production
capacity accordingly. The master production schedule MPS represents the products the company plans to
produce expressed in specific configurations, quantities, and dates. The drawback, of course, is that schedulers
may schedule an operation too early and produce unnecessarily high levels of WIP. For complex production
systems that could reap substantial benefits, this option is worth investigating. Warning Before adopting or
adjusting any production planning system, ensure that local and federal labor law compliance is in place.
Ensure that all of the systems in place are compatible, through the use of knowledge and information with all
relevant parties. Or you may run out of materials before a job got finished, indicating excess scrap, improper
handling, defective components or poor supplier performance. A single mishap â€” improperly routed
materials, equipment breakdown, quality issue, etc. Reduced inventory can also reduce working capital and
free up cash for investment in the business. Getting this space right is critical. CRP ensures that the production
schedule is appropriate for the capacity of the facility. If your schedulers are ignoring start dates set at the
planning level, missing due dates, and generally producing excessive amounts of WIP, it may not be their
fault. Most businesses don't have firm numbers on future sales. APS offers many benefits when it is used for
complex production systems that handle a range of products and that have significant changeover times and
significant variation in demand. Use SCM to manage production communication between your company and
manufacturers, suppliers, sub-contractors, distributors and stores to end-users and customers. Tracking labor
time may only be required for facilities where demand and products can have variable labor requirements.
Schedule and manage the supply chain. Document and review all production changes. Understand the
production capacity of your organization and ensure that it is regularly monitored by production managers and
those involved in planning. If production needs decrease for any reason, also document that change. Every
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decision or error has a trickle-down effect and, in the end, can result in significant costs related to expedited
shipping, overtime, potential lost business and more.


